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Student visits brighten
life at W arm Springs
by Janine Farver

Every other Saturday is a special day
at Warm Springs State Mental Hospital.
O ne may hear refrains of “Take me
out to the Ball Game” or “ Down by the
Old M ill Stream” echoing through the
corridors, or see patients laughing,
clapping and dancing in the wards.
For the past eight years. The Ark, a
campus Christian association presently
under the direction of the Rev. David
Van Dyck and the Rev. Gil Splett, has
sponsored a student visitation program
to the hospital.
The group is comprised of from 15 to
30 University of Montana students.
Some are social work students involved
in the program as part of a class, while
others are just interested students.
What they all have in common is a con
cern for the patients of Warm Springs.
The students give up two Saturdays a
month to make the two-hour trip to the
hospital, hoping to make the day just a
little bit brighter for the patients there.
“ Lots of the patients never have
visitors; either their relatives forget
them, or they have no one,” Violet Beck,
director of volunteers at the hospital,
said.
She said the student visits are some
thing the patients anticipate anxiously
and enjoy very much. “ Some patients
ask me everyday when the students arecoming.”
The visits are something the students
look forward to also.
“ It gives you a good feeling to know
people are glad to see you and talk to

you,” said Mark Haugen, a freshman
from Lewistown who has participated
in the program since last fall.
Some of the students have come to
know certain patients, and like to spend
most of their time with them.
“ Names are insignificant,” said
Colleen Cline, a social work major from
Billings, “ but there are a few of the
patients I feel close to, and that's why I
keep coming back.”
The students receive an enthusiastic
welcome from most of the patients.
Many are greeted with hugs and hand
shakes as they enter the wards.
Some students play cards and games
with the patients, while others sit and
talk. Sometimes the students prepare a
skit, which is usually followed by
singing and dancing.
During a recent visit patients joined
students in an interpretive dance in
which they all became parts of a forest.
They all moved to the music, pretending
they were trees, flowers, clouds and the
sun.
The students usually spend about
three hours visiting among three or four
different wards.
Many of the students admitted they
were apprehensive before making their
first visit to the mental hospital.
“ I prepared myself for depression,
but found it wasn't that bad,” said
Debbie Demmons, a junior from
Missoula and one of the social work
students involved in the program.
“ It's an enjoyable experience,” she

Patients at Warm Springs State Mental Hospital look forward to the visits
from U M students every other Saturday. Above, Ada Berg, freshman in
social work from Bozeman, brightens the day of a friend with a little
conversation. (Photo by Janine Farver.)
said, “even though the patients have
some social problems, they are still
human beings.”
Glenn Legowik, a U M graduate who is
now teaching junior high in Missoula,
became involved in the program five

years ago when he was a student at the
University and is still participating.
“ I used to go because I thought I
was doing some good, but now I go
because I have made some good
friends,” he said.

Project aims to change
unhappy Indian education
by Carmen Winslow

An unexpected February storm, which dropped more than a foot of snow in
the Missoula area, was celebrated by these students who took time out fora
snow fight between classes.

The history of Indian education is hot
a happy one. For too many years the
schools Indian children attended tried
to replace traditional Indian values with
non-Indian values and many Indians
came to believe that school was a place
where their children learned to be
white. But a new attitude is developing
among Indian parents and a project of
the Native American Studies Program at
UM is part of it.
The “Self-Determination Through
Education” project at the University of
Montana is a training program designed
for people who are not professional
teachers and concerned Indian parents
to teach them basic facts about the
education system. The program is
designed to increase involvement of
Indian parents in their children's
education through a better knowledge
of how that system is structured.
Ray Carlisle has been director of the
project since its birth in September W73.
Experience from Carlisle's previous job
w ith th e O ffic e of E co n o m ic
Opportunity, which sent him traveling
through 21 states visiting more than 70
Indian reservations, qualified him for his
present position.
Since the project began, at least five
training workshops on aspects of the
education systermhave been conducted
on each of the seven M ontana
reservations for nonprofessional
teachers and parents.

“ If the workshops were planned only
for school board members and school
administrators, you would run the risk of
losing the interest of the people in the
community,” Carlisle said. “What is
wrong with education on Indian
Reservations, the biggest single
problem, is that there is not enough
knowledge in the community of how
education works, and because there
isn't enough of this knowledge, there
isn't nearly enough com m unity
involvement in the schools.”
Carlisle said one problem Indian
parents face is not knowing what routes
to take to get response and action
concerning their children's education.
“ If parents want something done in a
particular area of the school, they need
to know who to go to,” he said.
Although this may be common
knowledge to many people, it is a
d iffe r e n t s itu a tio n
on In d ia n
reservations. There is a long history of no
Indian involvement in the schools
because of the state and federal
government's treatment of Indians. The
government has made decisions for the
Indians, not with the Indians, Carlisle
said.
The project was planned by the Native
American Studies Program and the
Division of Educational Research and
Services in the School of Education. It
will cost $150,000 for two years and is
funded by the Hill Family Foundation
continued on p. 4

Studying local government
University Bureau offers expertise
A unique government review process
has begun in Montana relating to the
themes of self government expressed by
the founders of the United States
government.
Because of the vast diversity in
Montana's urban and rural areas,
mountain and plains regions and growth
of communities, it would seem that no
one local government structure could
serve adequately all the communities in
the state. But 55 of Montana's 56
counties have the same form of local
government as do 123 of the 126
incorporated cities and towns.
The framers of the new Montana
Constitution, which was ratified in 1972,
decided that citizens in each county and
community in Montana should have the
opportunity to consider their form of
local government, consider its strengths
and weaknesses and recommend an
alternative.
The task requires that the recently

elected study commission members,
many who have never had experience in
government, be educated in the legal
aspects and workings of the present
government form and alternatives and
that information be disseminated to the
public. Providing the information is the
Bureau of Government Research at the
University.
James Lopach, director of field
research for the Bureau, said a
tremendous burden has been placed on
the citizens involved in the review
process.
During this year the commission
members are reviewing government
options and will submit what they
consider to be the best alternative form
for their community or county to the
voters in 1976. The voters will choose
between the alternative and the present
form.
"They (the commission members)
have a serious responsibility to put

University of Montana senior forward Eric Hays drives to the basket during a
victorious home game with Weber State University, Ogden, Utah. Hays and
his Grizzly teammates, coached b yju d Heathcote, captured the 1975 Big Sky
Conference basketball championship— the first in U M history—and
qualified for the March 15 first round NCAA playoff competition at Pullman,
Wash.
2

something on the ballot that is worthy,
Lopach said.
The review process is "unique fo
Montana; it's never been done in this
scope anyplace else," he said. "W e want
to do it well."
The Bureau has been involved from
the beginning in discussion of what
shape review should take. Besides
sponsoring and arranging citizen
discussion forums and workshops for
study commission candidates and
publishing information booklets, the
Bureau has worked informally and
closely with the State Commission on
Local G overnm ent and provided
background information on legislative
bills on local government review.
The reason the Bureau is involved so
deeply in the review process is because
of its goal to serve the community.
According to Lopach, the review
process is a "real community service
project in which the University should
be involved."
The Bureau, which is an adjunct of the
political science department at the
University, has been involved in three
main activities since its establishment in
1957: research and publication relating
to Montana state and local government;
providing opp o rtu n ities fo r field
experience and in-service training for
students, and serving as liaison between
political scientists and government
o ffic ia ls th ro u g h e x c h a n g e o f
knowledge.
Louis D. Hayes, professor and
chairman of the political science
department and director of the Bureau,
said the Bureau is one of a few University
agencies established with the mission to
carry University activities off the
campus.
" It is a service organization intended
to bring expertise of the University in
various ways to the community;
specialized areas of information that
w o u ld n 't
necessarily be found
elsewhere," he said.

The fifth major community service
program the Bureau has sponsored on
voter review of local government has
been funded recently by the Com
munity Service Programs, Title I of the
H igher Education Act of 1965.
Altogether, more than $150,000 has
been alloted to the voter review
programs.
The latest grant will enable the Bureau
to sponsor a one<Jay symposium on
local government in the fall of this year.
Copies of the symposium proceedings

will be published and distributed to the
182 Montana local government study
commissions.
Bureau personnel also, will work
closely with the staff of the Missoula
high school system in preparation of
instructional materials and publish
reports on Montana's voter review ex
perience as it unfolds during the year.
Peter Koehn, Bureau project director
and assistant professor of political
science, said Bureau personnel have
tried to "apply the expertise of their
operation in concrete ways designed to
assist Montana citizens and localities
faced with the complicated and im
portant civic responsibility of reviewing
forms of local government.
"In the process, new working
relationships of mutual benefit between
Montana citizens, associations' and
public officials and the U M faculty and
staff involved in the programs have been
established and previous contacts have
been strengthened."

The Montana
legislative intern
program was established by the Bureau
in 1967 to provide undergraduate
students with the opportunity to
observe the legislature and work with
experienced legislators.
The Bureau publishes the Montana
Public Affairs Report about four times a
year, focusing on subjects of interest and
assistance to the state. In cooperation
with the state 4-H specialist in Bozeman
it has organized three-day seminars on
citizenship for high school students to
learn the operation of th$ three
branches of state government.
The Bureau also has done research on
the American experience with different
forms of local government and on city
and county government in selected
Montana localities. It has published
citizen guides on the process of voter
review and a procedural manual and
handbook
o f forms
fo r
local
government study commissioners.
Bureau personnel have presented
workshops throughout the state for
study commission candidates and
government officials and in the fall of
last year led a statewide series of public
forums on local government review
under a grant from the Montana Com
mittee for the Humanities.
O ther Bureau staff members are:
Thomas Payne, professor of political
science; Robert Eagle, assistant profes
sor of political science, Lauren 5.
McKinsey, project director; Howard
Schwartz, assistant project director, and
R. June Thornton, research associate.
U M Profiles
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Freeman calls for cooperation
Any of six crises facing the world
today can be overcome by increasing
production through in tern atio n al
cooperation, according to former
Secretary of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman.
Speaking during the Third Public
Affairs Forum Feb. 13 at the University,
Freeman, who is chief executive officer
o f th e Business In t e r n a t io n a l
Corporation in New York City, said the
crises are nuclear destruction; famine;
d eterio ra tio n of the biosphere;
com m odity
shortages;
in fla tio n ,
m onetary breakdow n and w orld
depression, and imbalances in the
distribution of wealth.
“Out of the crises the world faces
today could come major international
institutional reforms, creating new
institutions or shaping existing ones to
deal with the realities of the world
economic order,” , he said.
Dramatic increases in production
through international cooperation will
be needed to surmount the crises, he
said.
“ . . . I'm convinced that the world's
thrust must be to expand production
rather than restrict consumption."

Landers chosen
to edit Kaimin
Richard Landers, senior in journalism,
has been chosen by Publications Board
to be the 1975-76 editor of the Montana
Kaimin.
Landers, from Lewistown, is a former
member of Publications Board and is in
his second year as a resident advisor for
the Residence Halls Office. He is the
editor of the Montana Review, $ weekly
supplement to the Kaimin.
Landers will assume the editor's
position Spring Quarter, replacing
Carey Matovich Yunker.
Publications Board also decided to
maintain John Steffens, a graduate
student in general studies from
Bartlesville, O k la ., as th e Kaim in
business manager through 1975-76.

Theme of the two-day forum was:
“ Montana and the Rest of the W orld,"
sponsored by the Montana Committee
for the Humanities, the Missoula branch
o f the Am erican Association of
University Women, the Cooperative
Extension Service at Montana State
University in Bozeman, the KelloggExtension Education Project and
Program Council of the Associated
Students of the University of Montana.

Job placement
high for some
O f the University of M o n tan a
graduates registered for jobs in business
and industry at the Career Planning and
Placement Services on campus during
the 1973-74 academic year, 86 per cent
found positions in Montana.
Donald E. Hjelmseth, director of the
service, a subdivision of the Center for
Student Development, said 90 per cent
of the registrants seeking jobs in
business and industry were placed in
Montana or out-of-state.
Accounting, business administration,
forestry, geology, pharmacy and speech
pathology graduates were placed most
often. Also, 74 per cent of the teacher
candidates registered with the office
and known to be available fo r
placement signed contracts with school
districts in; Montana. , w.i
Information compiled by the office
for 1973-74 shows that more women (80
per cent) than men (65 per cent) took
teaching positions in Montana. Demand
during the period was greatest in music,
special
education, m athem atics,
science, home economics, business
education, elementary teaching, library
science, counseling, women's physical
ed u catio n
and
e le m e n ta ry
administration.
H je lm s e th s a id , “ P re lim in a ry
information indicates the market for
University of Montana graduates will
hold during the 1974-75 school year and,
to date, approximately the same number
of campus interviewers have been
scheduled as last year."

Landini named to presidency
Richard G. Landini, who has served as
academic vice president at the
University since 1970, was named
president of Indiana State University,
Terre Haute, Feb. 4.
He is scheduled to assume the
presidency July 1 at the school which has
an enrollment of 15,645.
Before coming to the University, Lan
dini served in several administrative
positions at Arizona State University,
Tempe, from 1959-1970. He has taught
English and American and world
literature.
President Richard C. Bowers said:
“Dr. Landini has given outstanding and
dedicated service to the University of
Montana during his tenure as academic
vice president. He has been particularly
concerned with the maintenance of
high quality academic programs and has
provided effective leadership for the
academic community.".
Landini received a bachelor's degree
and master's degree at the University of
Miami, Coral Gables, Fla., and a doctor
M a rch 1975

of philosophy degree at the University
of Florida, Gainsville.

Richard G. Landini

'American Dream’ to be theme
Interpretations of the American
Dream will be discussed by alumni and
faculty members during the Alumni
College seminar planned for Aug. 15-17
at Camp Lubrecht.
Faculty members participating in the
1975 program, which was begun in 1973
to offer alumni the opportunity to
interact with University faculty, are
pictured above. From left are Maxine
Van de Wetering, assistant professor o f
humanities; Richard Adler, associate
professor of English; Harry Fritz,
assistant professor of history; Tom
Power, assistant professor of economics.

and Lane McGaughy, assistant professor
of religious studies.
Deanna Sheriff, director of the
C o lle g e , .said, “ T h e th e m e is
exciting—one which will allow as many
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s as t h e r e a re
participants/1
The cost of the seminar is $50 a person
w h ic h in c lu d e s p ro g ra m costs,
accommodations and food. Other
activities will include a river float,
recreation and entertainment.
M ore information is available by
w ritin g th e A lum ni Association,
University of M o n tan a, M issoula,
Montana 59801.

Poindexter dies, fund begun
E. George Poindexter, a University of
Montana alumnus who received the
Alumni Distinguished Service Award in
1962, died Jan. 1 in New York City.
A memorial fund in his honor has
been established by his family and con-

Life insurance
offered again
The University of Montana Group Life
Insurance Program is being offered
again this year and U M alumni, students,
faculty and staff are eligible to apply.
G e o rg e O e c h s li, U M A lu m n i
Association executive director, said the
same economical rate offered to alumni
last fall is applicable this year.
The program is available to all persons
under age 65 (renewable to age 70).
Advantages of the program include
optional coverage for spouse and
dependent children; economical rates
because of the mass purchasing power
of the alumni, students, faculty and staff;
waiver of premium; settlement option,
and conversion provisions.
The coverage is for $10,000 or more
and also is available for dependents. An
example of the premiums, which are
semi-annual, is $11.50 for people
between the ages of 25 and 29 and $10.20
for a spouse of the same age.
The U M Alumni Group Life Insurance
Plan, underwritten by Horace Mann Life
Insurance Company, is designed as a
supplement to other insurance.
Those interested in purchasing
insurance from this program can write
the Alumni Center, University of
Montana, Missoula, Mont. 59801, for a
detailed brochure and application.

tributions may be sent to the U M Foun
dation, University of Montana, Mis
soula.
Poindexter completed his freshman
and sophomore years at the University
from 1918-20 and earned a bachelor of
science degree at Columbia University.
An art collector, Poindexter donated
several works to the University, in
cluding a large acrylic abstract expressionistic work which hangs in the foyer
of the University Center Ballroom.
Poindexter was a member of the
Grizzly Riders International, a group es
tablished by the Foundation in 1966 to
stimulate interest in annual horseback
pack trips into Montana wilderness
areas. He was interested in public
service activities and writing. His articles
were published in the Saturday Evening
Post, Reader's Digest, Barron's and other
magazines.
A native of Dillon, Poindexter was
head of several industrial, food products
and real estate holding companies.
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Do coyotes kill sheep?
Bitterroot study shows some may
occasional shooting of an animal by
the landowner or his workers. Bill
Cook, owner of the ranch, is reim
Traditionally, the lonely howl on the
bursed at market prices for slain
prairie has been viewed as a romantic
sheep.
emblem—a sign of the O ld West, the
tojdenne, who is doing
call of the wild, a dirge for a
vanishing land.
^most W
i n e tb® study, slightly
more than 2,0&0#^^te^are exposed
But in recent tinges' the
to predatation on m 0 m § ^k Ranch.
coyote stimulates less pensive inoughts
t.The precise number on H b )tes in the
as well.
To a man ymose Jivelmft>d depends* , ; fa.rea is not known.
upon turning o u t^ r n ^ e ta b le herd | j | | | *“We don’t #ke to place fS^fces on
of sheep, the coyotp.-rnay loose
g jrtjf t o te population/’ H e n l^ said,
“But w^guess that It^is high.’* :
idealizedJharm ^ M iySheep nerds mep?|hd a government
The 4 d n tro v ^ ^ p fe ia te < ^ ^ H B re ^ !:'
sheep^elationship# has b$$$0rnea\ed
trapper killed 61 pG^otes s h o rty j
and sometimes b itte ra fto ^ A t the
before the study was inj|iated, iSfcextremes, some g ro u p s^V e called
catirtg that th:£f pbPul
i$ ,,, | f |
for all-out pred^%:ControTwhile pthers
substantial, Henne
| t ig
have wanted no cont#?| whatever. .
With m i l o ral I of th$ controls re
Massive predator control plans w'er||$
moved, the coyotessh^^made a.conintroduced across the West. Sonne d fe ^ i siderable dent in th lB f^ P p
the,plans atiped at redu^ng^th^
H populatlo%yA pair
QftJ||*viH
coyote population, others alfhed at |
kill more than one sK|ep^t a time,
e fe in a tin g ff
feeding on one c ^ r c ^ anlf lea^^^^
In 1972 forager President Nixon
: the others u n to u ^ g d p
banned the i e of poison asjj^/ide|| | | | ! “ p n e m orning we had
spread prediSbr control. M u c n h f the,,' f j p i 11ed,” #Hepnesa i d lj-O n [y
money that p f | been use^Jfl
I<«three h a I w r m ' i
to exterminate pre'dators.^11
| j|tt® p a i3 ^ ^ s ^ n g U is h irfr^ ttm l
| d e a tw tro m predator |||g is re la |||e ly
allocated tp --ltu 4 ^ p l^ 'J n .|fe e
years num efous^edator studles^^^p?c easy. ;P i|^tu re w p u n d ll^ ^ p U n d ic l by
been undertaken to gather rntN^fifets | Ife rn o rrn ^e d tissue fodr|pte the animal
on the problem and develop
% $al ative wh'en^U|e.,#otpds were
practical ways f6 control it.
g i^ ^ ^ C o v o t^ ^ P & re jfe u a lly id e nti
fie d by p u n e tu ^ h ^ s around the
One study has been initiated by
the University of Montana. Don ||B || :* H F a n d h e |p & ^ p ^ p o ld e n eagles,
Henne, graduate student in w ild life ^ B ’ J j 9 H occ^ o n a lly k ill sheep, leave
biology, and Bart O'Gara, assistant |§ p t i l Ti# H ^ - s h i^ p B ^ r n of marks,
leader of the Montana C d o p e f^ v e ^ ^ H
ih t^ ^ ^ m fe r back.
Wildlife Research Unit and a faculty | |
Jjl^nne fbund two sheep killed by
affiliate in zoology, forestry and w ild-lp golden’eagles. He also recorded two fox
life biology, are collecting baseline
fcv Kmjy'Most of the natural deaths were
data on sheep mortality on an
'^"it#tl3uted,|o. pneu mogfe.
8,500-acre ranqjgn the Bitterroot
“ SNe have, ajs^had & o raids by fe^il
Valley south oTrUissoula.#^
kfoone said. *|fhe dogs, k d l|^ '
The study, funded by the u.S. FisF^H ^PP^J^eep and wbumJed 11
and Wildlife Service, is designed to
’■';ctl,pfel1 had to be shjgjt.?
record all losses of sheep, both by
the sheep studied, o m y jjlll
predators and from natural mor
fates of seven are unknown. vHjpn<
tality. From March to October 1974,
guessed that they were either kill^i
no controls were placed on the
and never found or died naturally |
coyotes. The predators were allowed
out on the range. *
to take as many sheep as they would.
According to H enry’s records, most
Since October, the coyotes have been
of the sheep deaths were coyote
subject to “ private” control—the
kills—approximately 86 per cent. The
by Anthony Acerrano

coyotes killed 429 sheep, 364 of which
were lambs.
Although the predator kills were
high, Henne said the lack of control
is part of the cause. The coyotes
became very tame when not harassed
and sometimes killed sheep near the
ranch house. According to the biolo
gist, such behavior is uncommon under
normal circumstances.
Because of the abnormalities of the
situation, Henne said the results of
the study show only what the un
hindered coyote population near the
Cook Ranch does to sheep. He said the
study results are not directly appli
cable to usual ranch situations.
“ People who want to latch onto our
study and flaunt it as proof against
coyotes are mistaken,” Henne said.
“W e are just printing the results of a
baseline study which had little or
no controls placed on the coyotes. W e
are not using our data to make
generalizations on the coyote-sheep
problem everywhere.
“What we have shown,” Henne said,
“is that coyotes under certain circum
stances do kill sheep.”
What does Henne think of the coyote
problem in general?
“ It varies from area to area,” he
said. “ In some places coyotes are no

problem at all. In other areas they
are. On the Cook Ranch they are really
a problem.”
Henne said there has to be selective
control of coyotes in certain areas.
“Sheep are important economically
and the livestock business itself is
often marginal. Uncontrolled coyote
predatation would be foolish,” he said.
According to Henne, new develop
ments in predator control are being
made. Toxic collars, poison-loaded
throat collars worn by sheep, may
be effective.
“When a coyote attacks a sheep and
bites into the throat area, it will
pierce the lining of the collar and
receive a dose of poison,” Henne said.
“The main advantage of this sytem is
that only the predators that attempt to
kill sheep would be killed.”
The one drawback to the toxic collar
system is the high cost of putting
collars on every sheep. Researchers
are studying ways of determining
which sheep in a herd are likely to be
singled out by coyotes, so that collars
could be placed on “target” individuals
only. Henne said if target sheep could
be predetermined by studying behavorial traits, the potential of toxic
collars for coyote control would
be great.
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Project to change
Indian education
continued from p. 1
through the Native American Studies
program.
Carlisle said the project was funded as
a pilot project and if successful,
permanent funding would be sought
from other sources. So far the project is a
success. Carlisle and his staff have
submitted a proposal to the Title IV
program office of education (Indian
Education Act) to request funding for
next year.
In d ia n
e d u c a t io n
w as th e
responsibility of the federal government
until 1934. Before then, most Indian
students attended federal boarding
schools usually hundreds of miles from
their homes. The big change came in
1934 (and it is still being made) when
Congress passed the Johnson O ’Malley
Act and decided that it would begin
sending Indian students to public
schools.
N ow that Indian students are
attending public schools, it is important
that Indian parents know more of the
education system, how it works, where
the money comes from and who makes
decisions concerning school issues.
“ Indian parents want to send their
child to school with confidence in the
4

program the school is offering; they
want the confidence that their children
will attain a positive self-image, see
themselves as Indians and feel good
about that. They want to learn about
their history and culture,” Carlisle said.
A very positive attitude is developing
in Indian parents now that they, as
individual parents, can affect the
education process of their children,
Carlisle said.
This change in attitude can be partly
attributed to a greatly increased
awareness in the Montana legislature
and courts of the importance of Indian
education, he said.
In the 1973 legislative session, a bill
was passed which required that alj
teachers who teach in public schools
which are receiving any federal funds
for Indian education take training in
American Indian Studies.
House Joint Resolution 60 in the 1974
legislative session authorized the
development of a statewide plan under
which all schools in Montana, from
kindergarten to institutions of higher
education, w ould have a Native
American Studies program by 1984.
What the government is saying
through these laws, in an official sort of
way, Carlisle said, is “give the Indian
himself the right to determine his own
destiny the way every other citizen is
entitled to this decision.”
Carlisle is enthusiastic about the “Self

On the Cook Ranch in the Bitterroot Valley coyotes are allowed to kill all the
sheep they will. U M scientists record the information to gather baseline
data on coyote predation,
Determination Through Education”
project. The project has reached more
than 300 people since the first workshop
in February 1974. “Other projects never
in v o lv e e n o u g h p e o p le in th e
c o m m u n ity ,” he s a id , “ and in
education, there are roles for many
people.”
Each training workshop fdcuses on
one area of education. The first
w o rk s h o p this year p ro v id e d
information on what federal education
assistance programs, primarily the
Johnson O ’M a lle y program , are
available for public schools.
Another training workshop focused
on how the community can become
involved in education. Practices of the
Rocky Boy school on the Rocky Boy
Reservation have been used to
d e m o n s tra te g o o d c o m m u n ity
involvement, Carlisle said. Community
meals are sponsored to bring people
together. When important decisions
have to be made concerning the
community and the school, a short
business meeting is conducted before
the meal. “ It’s more of an Indian way of
doing things,” he said.
Another community involvement
project at Rocky Boy is the hiring of
older tribal members to visit the school
to tell Indian stories and legends to the
students. This brings Indian cultural
education into the school and at the
same time provides an important way for

community members to be involved
with the school, he said.
Getting involved, Carlisle said, means
a person “ must feel his ideas are listened
to."
O th e r training workshops have
involved discussion of basic school
finance.
Carlisle believes the most important
project in which Indians can participate
today is education. “ Education is where
its at for Indians right now,” Carlisle said,
“especially getting more interest and
participation in the schools by parents
whose children attend school.
“Our educational system is replete
with culture; it teaches you how to be
American. Imagine what the world looks
like through the eyes of an Indian
growing up in W olf Point, Browning,
Hardin or Lame Deer. That person has to
ask, ‘where do I fit into the process? If
I’m an American citizen and equal with
non-Indians, then why is there friction
betw een myself and the w hite
community?’
“ I hope that our workshops are
encouraging an attitude of cooperation
in the communities on or near Montana
reservations,” Carlisle said. “Much
needs to be done to improve the
education of Indian children, and the
parents of those children must have an
important role in determining the
changes that must be made. This is what
self-determination is all about.”
U M Profiles
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The University of Montana Alumni
Association heartily thanks those
contributors who have made donations
to alumni programs in 1974 despite
inflation and an uncertain economy.
These contributions from alumni,
parents, faculty, students, friends,
businesses and organizations are above
and beyond the alumni membership
dues and are used for one or more
alumni programs including Annual

Giving, Library Book Fund Drive,
scholarships, memorials and the Student
Loan Fund.
The names of individuals, families,
businesses and organizations who have
contributed during the past year are
listed below in the 1974 Honor Roll.
C on tributions, w hich are taxdeductible, may be mailed to the
Alumni Center, University of Montana,
Missoula, Montana 59801.

Frederick W . Abbott
lames A. Abbott
Aber Hall Head Resident
Helen G. Adam
Gertrude Aho
Miss Nancy C. Allen
Vivian Allgaier
j. H. Allison
Alpha Delta Kappa-Beta Chap.
Mrs. Joel Altman
American Can Co.. Foundation
Waf'ren R. A mole Jr.
M . O. Anderberg
M / M Chester R. Anderson
Marilyn Anderson
Paul B. Anderson
Russell K. Anderson
Vera L. Anderson
Capt. W . E. Anderson
W . R. Anderson
Mrs. Peter F. Andrews
M / M W . B. Andrews
Dr. W . Wyman Andrus
Mrs. Margaret S. Angus
M r. Jim Annin
Lucille J. Armsby
Mrs. Louis B. Arnold
Mrs. Katherine Arthun
Brett Asselstine
Stephen P. Attardi
David J. Austin

F. W . Cantamessa
M / M Joe Cantons
George D. Caras
Phillip W . Card
Tom Carkulis
M / M Gary Carlson
John U. Carlson
M / M Elmer Carosone
M / M Lawrence J. Casey
James Castles
Mrs. Alan G. Caterson
Carrier Corp.
M / M Jan D. Carter
Kathy M . Cason
M / M Albert Casperino
Mrs. Alan Caterson
Mrs. Charles Caulkins
Mrs. Teri Cestnik
Teresa Chambers
Roy E. Chapman
M / M Ronald B. Chase
Judith M . Christensen
Mrs. Russell Christensen
M / M Gordon Christianson
Francis Chit
M / M Paul Chumrau
City Disposal (Missoula)
M / M Frank C. Clapp
Mrs. Glenn Clapp
D r./M rs. Paul Clapp
Gertrude Clark
Mrs. James H. Clark
David B. Clayton
Joseph W . Clemow
Robert J. Clifford
B.
P.O.E. Hellgate Lodge #383
M / M Gary Clizer
Harold Babcock
Alfred B. Coate
M / M Harold L. Baird
Cobb Foundation
E. K. Badgley
Dr. W m . A. Cobban
M / M James A. Baker. ^
Cora S^Cocks
D r./M rs. Arnold Bakken •
Mrs. Royal Coffey
Grace D. Baldwin
M / M A. C. Cogswell
Mrs. M . D. Banghart
Maurice R. Colberg
Richard J. Barney
D r./M rs. John Collins
Robert C. Bates
Kay Collins
John Baucus
M arguerite Colliton
Mrs. Alice H. Baum
R. A. Conitz
George Beall
M / M G. Converse
Dr. C. D. Behrens
M ary J. Cook
Harold E. Bennett
W alter P. Coombs
Henry C. Bennett
Mrs. Robert H. Cooney
Hilda' K. Benson
Vivian D. Corbly
C. C. Bentz
Barbara Corcoran
M / M Phil Bessor
Mrs. Ardis E. Cordts
M / M Barney J. Billings
Mrs. David B. Cox
M / M Fred B. Blanchard
Mrs. Sibyl T. Cox
M / M W . C. Blanchette
W illiam Cozad
M / M Thomas Blankenship
Lt. Col. C. C. Craig (Ret.)
Alex Blewett
Clayton C. Craig
Harold E. Blinn
Mrs. Ian R. Crawford
Paul Bloom
Mrs. J. L. Crawford
M / M Joseph Boboth
M / M J. D. Creelman
Bill Obettcher Jr.
Joseph F. Crisafulli
Kenneth D. Boice
Steven L. Cropper
Violet M . Boileau
M elvin L. Cross
Robert B. Borberg
Donald D. Crosser
M / M F. D . Bouchard
Kathryn Crumbaker
Lynn Boutilier
M / M W . H. Cunningham
Mrs. Joseph A. Brady
M / M A. E. Curry
Mrs. Wallace Brennan
Corliss L. Curtis
Dr. L. W . Brewer
Mrs. Larry Cyr
Richard Brewster
D r./M rs. Thomas Brill
Mrs. John Briscoe
Patrick G. Bronson
Caroline H. Dady
James F. Brooks
M / M D. Dagenais
Ludvig G. Browman
Mrs. S. L. Dahl
C apt./M rs. D. E. Brown
Henry F. Dahmer
Dr. Howard J. Brown
Richard L. Darling
Mrs. Linell W . Brown
Mrs. Ellen C. Dasenbrock
R. M . Brown Family
Mrs. Andrew Daughters
M / M Ray Brown
Mrs. R. G. Davidson
Judge/Mrs. J. Browning
Dr. John G. Davidson
M / M Gordon Bryan and Family
Dr. Ralph K. Davidson
Clifford Buck
M / M Arthur E. Davis
H. J. Buddenhagen
Col. T. C. Davis (Ret.)
John C. Buien
Robert A..Day
Charles H. Bultmann
Mrs. T. Dayharsh
The John Burgess Family
Ted Delaney
Mrs. James Burk
M / M John Delano
J. J. Burke
Delta Delta Delta
M / M W illiam M . Burke
Delt Kappa Gamma
David E. Burton
M / M Lambert L. deMers
Glen Burton
Mrs. Robert L. Derry
M / M Ted R. Burton
M / M Arthur Deschamps Jr.
Edward B. Butcher
M / M G . W . Devlin
Alice D . Byers
John Dibbern

George L. Campanella
Duncan R. Campbell
Robert J. Campbell
Lt. Thomas Cannon

M a rch 1975

Helen P. Dietrich
M / M James Dion
Duane D. Dockter
M / M Howard Doherty
Dr. John W . Dodge
M / M Ken Donaldson
W . L. Donally

Mrs. O . J. Dooling
Mrs. Arthur L. Dougan
Ms. Sarah Douglas
Ella V. Downey
Richard N. Doyle
M / M Carl E. Dragstedt
M / M J. J. Driessen
Eileen J. Driscoll
Mrs. A. S. Dunbar
John P. Dunbar
Robert W . Duncan
Dr. W . J. Dunlap
M / M John Dunning
M / M E. R. Duranti

Allison M . Easterling
Ralph Edgington
M / M B. L. Edmiston
Burton E. Edwards
Mrs. H. P. Edwards
Hugh F. Edwards
Ivin Q . Ehrlich
Lunn Eilefson
Roy E. Ekstrom
M / M Don Elder
M / M Ken Elder
Grace Eldering
John N. Elliott
W alter A. Elliott
Shelley L. Smith Ellis
Vivian L. Ellis
M / M A. C. Ellison
Donald J. Emblen
Mrs. T. W . Emett
A. S. Erickson
Exxon Education Foundation
ChanEttien.
M ary D. Evans

Frances Facey
John K. Facey
M ark Fawcett
Federated Department Stores
Mrs. A. C. Felt
Robert A. Fenton
Mrs. Carl Fiebelkorn
Dorothy E. Field
Fireman's Fund American
Federal Savings and Loan
Joseph H. Fitzgerald
Thomas M . Fitzpatrick
Mrs. Louis Flax
George C. Floyd
Philip Foley
M / M Edward H. Folkwein
M / M Charles Foil man
Joan K. Fopp
James L. Forman
Mrs. H. B. Francis
Helen C. Friauf
Mrs. Herman Friend
M / M C. J. Fulks
M / M Robert Fulton
R. C. Fuson

Mrs. K. W . Gallagher
M / M Dale F. Galles
Mrs. Florence Gallop
M / M Peter Gans
W m . W . Carver
Lloyd C. Gass
Dr. Donald A. Gatzke
James George
Mrs. Jean Gies
Mrs. V. Gilbert
Duane C. Gillmore
M / M Charles O . Gillogly
William H. Giltner
Lyle M . Glascock
Helen E. Glen
Mrs. LeRoy Gmazel
Bernard L. Gold II
Alphin T. Gould
Phyllis S. Graham
Violet C. Graham
Mrs. Albert F. Grant
William Grater
M / M Leo Graybill Jr.
Mrs. F. H. Greaves
Steve A. Gretencort
M / M R. Grieb
Frank S. Griffith
Mrs. Helmer Gronhovd
Ovidia Gudmunsen

Hazel Hackett
Katharine T. Haertig Estate
Mrs. Ben O . Haggerty
M / M Wayne Haggerty
Mrs. I. T. Haig
Claudia Haines
Tom Haines
Mrs. Gussie G. Hall
Norman L. Hall
W m . Raymond A. Hall
M / M Robert M . Hall
Isable Hall
Mrs. Lester Hampton
Beverly K. Hancock
Raymond J. Hansen
Margaret Hanson
Norman Hanson
M / M Terry Hardy
Joseph D. Harker
Donna L. Harris
John C. Hauck
Harlowton High School
Dist. No. 16
Jay W . Harper II
Donal Harrington
Marcia O . Harrington
Mrs. George Hart
Leona L. Hassen
Guy O . Hatlie
Glenn Haubuyer
M / M Robert Haugen
Arthur G. Hazen
Eric Heikkila
Ms. Margaret Heinin
William F. Heintz
Richard W . Held
M / M Earl Helms
M / M Robert C. Hendon
Mrs. Margaret L. Hennessy
M / M James Henry
Robert G. Hicks
Harold W . Hicks
M / M Fred Higgins
Robert X. Higham
Mrs. J. E. Hightower
John H. Hill
Mrs. H. B. Hoffman
Mrs. M . C. Holter
D r./M rs . Harvey R. Hood
Warren C. Hood
M r. K. L. Hoon
Mrs. Charles L. Hopkins
Mrs. James O . Hoppe
Robert M . M orne
Mrs. W m . A. Horning
M arjorie W . Houck
. Agnes Hoves
M / M C. Hubbard
Charles G . Hubbard
M r. Ed Hudacek
Les Hudson
Daniel C. Hughes
David T. Hughes
Hazel G . Hugill
Gene Huntley
Mrs. Ernest C. Hunton Jr.
Cheryl Hutchinson

R. Scott Ingles
Gary Israel

Patrick H. Jack
Duane Jackson
Mrs. Richard Jacoby
Dr. Herbert H. James Jr.
Judge/Mrs. W . J. Jameson
Mrs. J. Robert Jansson
Charles W . Jardine
M ary Jasperson
Mack H. Jenkins
M ark Jennings
Wayne Jensen
Gregory Jergeson
Ann M ary Johnson
Dale L. Johnson
Ellen Johnson
James B. Johnson
James D. Johnson
Keith P. Johson
Mrs. L. Johnson
Lee Z. Johnson
M / M Richard F. Johnson
Dr. Walfred W . Johnson
M aj./M rs. Eugene J. Johnston
Howard R. Jones
Mrs. R. H. Jones
Thomas H. Jones
Sig O . Joraanstad
Idabel McLeish Jordan
Mrs. Martha A. Jordan
Beth C. Judson

M / M Ronald S. Kain
Kappa Kappa Gamma Alumnae
Jules A. Karlin
James W . Kearns Jr.
Eugene Kelly
Mrs. John E. Kelly
Kenneth M . Kem
M / M Richard F. Kerr
Walter B. Kerr
Anne C. Kimball
Dr. Charles D. King
M / M W alter King
M / M Glenn Kirkaldie

Frank J. Kline
Mrs. Velda Kline
M errill Kovatch
F. C. Koziol
Ann R. Kramer
Mrs. Sylvia E. Kraps
Charles H. Krebs
Mrs. James Kreitzberg
Sharon L. Krogstad
Mrs. Alberta Kropp
Richard C. Krumm
Dr. R. W. ter Kuile
Sidney P. Kurth

M / M A. L. LaBar
Ms. Evelyn L. Lai I
Mrs. Leslie P. Laird
M / M Edward S. Lamberg
L. D. Lambert
M / M Ken Lance
Irene M . Lansin
George A. Lantz
Mrs. Ruth H. Larison
Donald A. Larson
Mrs. I. E. Larson
Ronald E. Larson
Walter R. Larson
M / M W illiam E. Larson
Phyllis Larzelere
Dr. Chester W . Lawson
Florence D. Leach
Charles D. Leaphart
Hazel B. Lease
M r. R. Leavitt
Robert C. Lebkicher
Mrs. Dana J. Leffingwell
Mrs. Richard E. Leicht
Fredric G. LePiane
Dennis A. Lester
M / M Kenneth Leuthold
Bryon'C. Lewin
Chan Libbey
Robert C. Line
Eleanor Linse
Ruth F. Liotta
Ruth W . Liotta
Warren Little
Ms. Jane Jih-Ping Liu
Dean Locken
Mrs. James Logan
Den ley Loge
Emma Lommasson
Franklin A. Long
Dr. George B. Long
Nancy A. Long
M / M R. M . Longfellow
M / M Charles A. Louttit
Terry L. Loveland
M / M EarhD. Lovick
Ms. M arie Lucas
M / M Lynn P. Lull
Einar A. Lund
M / M Donald W . Lundahl
Richard C. Lussy
M / M Joseph M . Lyden
Evan E. Lytle

William M . McCall
R. A. McCalla
Carolyn C. McCarthy
Mrs. Hugh McCulloch
Lenore T. M cCollum
Joseph E. McDowell
M / M Thomas McFarland
W illiam E. McFarland
Mrs. John McGaugh
Benjamin G. McGinnis
M / M Fred McGlynn
M . D. M cGregor
Gail E. M cG uire
Donald H. McKenzie
Lauren S. McKinnsey
Capt. Curtis M cM arrell
Andrew M cN air
Hugh F. McNam er
Albine McTucker

Agnes MacDonald
Ann Macey
Ossian R. MacKenzie
M arjorie H. MacRae
Mrs. Herbert M aletz
Natalie B. Manicke
Vern A. Markham
Harold W . Marks
David C. Martin
Ronald M artin
Mrs. W . H. M artin
W alter H. M artin
Mrs. W m . R. Martin
Joe M . M artinez Jr.
Mrs. Frank Maruska
M / M C. N. Mason
Thomas P. Mathews
William T. Matlock
Don S. Matteson
Mrs. Rad Maxey
James E. M eagher
Mrs. Thomas F. M eagher
Robert B. Means
Mrs. A. B. M eeg
Franklin G. M eeker
Mrs. Robert Melaney
LTC Thomas E. M endel
Lee “ Buck" M errill

Edwin T. M ertz
Frank W . M ilburn Jr.
Arabel E. M iller
M / M Charles G. M iller
David R. M iller
Edith E. M iller
Edwin S. M iller
Henry B. M iller
Leslie J. M iller
Mrs. M atthew W . M iller
Richard R. M iller
W . J. Miloglav
G ilbert A. M illikan
Nicholas P. Miloglav
M ilw aukee Railraod Employes
Ralph V. Minges
Missoula Women's Club
Mrs. Arthur M itchell
M / M Roy E. Mitchell
Skulason M o e
Dr. LeRoy M . M oline
M / M J. Monahan
Mrs. M ichael M oon
Martha Dunlap M oo re
M ary L. M oo re
Capt. E. Morales Jr.
M errill A. M oran
Gerald P. Morgan
W illiam R. Morgan
Robert W . M orin
Robert D . Morrison
R. R. Mountain
Marilyn Mowatt
W . H. M oyer
Robert Mulvaney
Paula Mullis
Calvin Murphy
James L. M urphy
Kathryn D. M urphy
Mrs. M arian A. M urphy
Mrs. W illiam F. M urray

Nashua Public Schools
Trilby Nattkemper
Glen M . Neier
Orval Nelson
Pauline S. Nelson
Mrs. Sid Nelson
Bruce Newgard
G. K. Nicholson
Corliss Nickerson
Howard M . Nickolaus
Mrs. M ary L. Nicol
Leah Noel
Donald E. Nordstrom
M / M O . H. Nordstrom
Northwestern Bank and Union
Trust Co.
Stephen A. Norwick
Gerald G. Noser
Mrs. D. A. Nottingham

Truman E. O'Brien
Robert D. O 'C onner
George W . Oechsli
Tom R. Ogle
Douglas J. O ien
Josephine Oktabec
A. C. Olsen
Karen A. Olson
Pamela Rae Olson
Jerry Oltman
M / M George Onstad
Katherine Orchard
M / M Donald C. Orlich
Mrs. Evelyn Osborn
Dr. and Mrs. Clinton Oster
Mrs. H. H. Ottman
M / M J. Ottman
Mrs. M arie Ousterhout
P.M.E. Division
Willard J. Padden
Elizabeth M . Pales
Mrs. R. E. Palmateer
Stephen W . Palmer
Mrs. John Pankey
Pershing A. Pankey
M / M Robert Pantzer
Dorothea Parker
E. W illiam Parker
Bradley B. Parrish
M / M C. Patrick
Jane L. Pashley
Harold G. Paulson
O . J. Paulson
Arthur F. Payne
H. Wesley Peirce
M ichael Pelatt
M ary Lou Pengelly
M / M J. J. Peschl
Ralph M . Peterson
William Peterson
Mrs. Wyman Peterson
Alfred T. Phelps
Mrs. R. E. Phillips
Cecil G. Phipps
Dr. Gayle Pierce
Herbert J. Pigan
Mrs. Fred Poe Jr.
Doris M . Poppler
M / M Claude Potter
Mrs. George R. Powe
continued on p. 6
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Harry W . Power III
Dorothy R. Powers
M / M George M . Pramenko
Sherman J. Preece
Phil G. Preston
S. Clark Pyfer
Frank C. Quinlin
Gail Rader
Colin W . Raff
Mrs. Douglass A. Raff
Mrs. Katherine L. Raff
Sam B. Ragland
JoLene Ramaker
Abigail G. Randolph
John K. Rankin
C. O tto Rasmussen
Wayne D. Rasmussen
C. M . Rector
Dorotha Rector
M / M Fred Reed
Ralph Rees
Victor Reinemer
U M Residence Halls Staff
Rebecca L. Rhea
Ann S. Rhoades
Mrs. E. W . Riebeth
M / M Charles Rigg
Evelyn G. Rimel
Jack A. Ring
Norman Ringhand
M arion P. Ritner
Barbara R. Roache
Norman C. Robb
Frank E. Roberts
Luch M . Roberts
Philip M . Roberts
Mrs. Richard S. Roberts
Thomas E. Roberts
Mrs. A. H. Robertson
Dorothy L. Robertson
Herbert E. Robinson
Rocky Mountain Lodge No. 66
Rockefeller Family and Assoc.
Joseph H. Roe
M / M Gordon Rognlien
M / M Oliver Roholt
David B. Roll
Virginia S. Ronhovde
Henry T. Rosholt
J. Fred Roush
Rubidoux Co.
M / M John Ruffatto
Mrs. Dennie A. Rush
Mrs. F. M . Rutherford
L. T. Rutledge
M / M John Ryan
M / M Henry Rybus
M / M Norbert W . Sager
Chris Saladen
M / M Dewey J. Sanded
Dr. Arthur Sanderson
George P. Sarsfield
Donald B. Sass
M / M C. Sayles
Katherine Schaefer
Richard L. Schaertl
John Schara
J. S. Schirm Jr.
Dr. David R. Schlieman

Harvey L. Schlieman
U M School of Business
Administration
Dale Schwanke
M /M K. Schwanke
Kermit Schwanke
George R. Scott USMC
M /M George W. Scott
Wesley W . Scott
Herb Searles
M /M L. W. Seibel
Mrs. Nels G. Sevalstad
Alan W . Sexton

M /M Garvin Shallenberger
W. A. Shanahan
Mrs. James E. Shank
M /M Edmund Sheaff
W illiam J. Shears
Edward and Jack Sherman
Nan L. Shoemaker
M /M Irvin Shope
Dr. Jean'ne Shreeve
Mrs. W illiam Sick man
Walter Simmons
Ronald C. Simon
Mrs. Diane C. Simperman
Edward Simpkins
M /M P. E. Sims
Mrs. Thomas W . Sims
Grace E. R. Siniff
Dorr C. Skeels
Eleanor T. Slack
Randolph J. Sladek
M /M Richard Slayton
R. D. Sloan
Burton Smading
Mrs. Alfred N. Smith
Donald L. Smith
Mrs. Douglas Smith
Mrs. Leo. Smith
Paul W . Smith
Ronald G. Smith •
Mrs. R. Nelson Snider
Richard A. Sol berg
Carroll and Garry South
Mrs. W illie C. Spaulding
Virginia Lee Speck
M /M Gene Speelman
Darlene E. Spek
Kathryn C. Spencer
Mrs. T. J. Spenker
M /M Thomas Spenker
John P. Spiel man
Russell C. Stabern
Robert Staffanson
Mrs. Stewart Stair
M /M Heman Stark
M /M Timothy B. Stark
M /M Hal Stearns
Harold G. Stearns
Mrs. Keith Stearns
James C. Stegmeier
M /M Edwin W . Stein
Francis A. Stejer
M /M Alex Stepanzoff
Jane B. Sterling
Roger W. Stevens
George W. Stewart. .
G ertrude H. Stewart .
M /M E. Stickney;
M /M Lloyd Stimson
M /M J. A. Stipcich
Charles M. Stone
Robert F. Stone
Stone and Webster Inc.
W . P. Stong
M /M E. Alva Straw
Andrew I. Sugg
M /M A. P. Sullivan
W . Everett Sullivan
Raymond E. Sundland
M /M A rthu r Svenson
M /M Joseph S. Swan
R. W. Swarthout
Joseph A. Sweeney
Helen A. Sweetman
Robert W . Swift
James L. Talbot
Ernest K. Tallent
Mrs. Harry L. Tanner
M /M Don J. Taylor
M /M Douglas W. Taylor
Harry C. Taylor
M /M John B. Taylor
Mrs. N. J. Taylor
Reva R. Taylor
M /M Charles L. Tebbe

Antonucci writes
Dear Profilies.
The 1974 Distinguished Service
Award came to me as a big surprise
and at the same time, it was an
honor to receive the University of
Montana's highest award.
I wish to thank all the instructors
and friends and classmates (from
1956-61) who made this award
possible—for without them I
probably would have never
graduated. Many hours were spent
helping me achieve my degree by
the University faculty and friends
and classmates at UM . I learned
self-discipline and a desire to work
h ard to o b ta in a c o lle g e
education—that takes a lot of long
hours of study and sacrifice. While
a tte n d in g U M th e cam pus
atmosphere was one, big happy
family. People cared—they took
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M /M Joe Thiebes
Douglas H. Thomas
Mrs. Gayle D. Thomason
Charles A. Thompson
Mrs. Marian Thomson
Mrs. Gunter Thompson
Thomas E. Thoreson
M /M J. C. Thornton
M /M Rowland Throssell
Mrs. R. E. Tidball
James O 'M . Tingle
L. R. Tolman
Dr. Edward G. Torrance
Jerri Tovson
Ella Triol
Mrs. Agnes Troeger
Dr./M rs. Robert Tromly
M /M George L. Turcott
Ritchie M . Turner
Carl E. Turnquist
M /M Nels Turnquist
Ogden Tweto
M /M Paul G. Ulrich
UM Women's Club
Urban Sociology Class
V. C. Vadheim
Marion Van Haur
Mrs. Mary L. Vanderslice
Thomas H. Van M eter
Warren F. Vaughan
Paul E. Verdon
Arden M. Vie
David Violett
Harold Voight
Lt. Bradley W. Volk
Mrs. Kent Von Segen
Margaret Wagner
R. D. Wahfeld
M /M Glenn Wallace
Mrs. W. . Wallace
J. B. Wallander
Mrs. Charles L. Walter
David J. Walter
Shirley Warehime
M ildred Washington
Mrs. Robert M. Waters
Mrs. Robert H. Weidman
Robert M . Weidman
Robert L. Wellems
Ronald W. Wendte
Col. M ilto n W. W ertz (Ret.)
•Rev. C^rl M . Westby
i Mrs. Cleve O . Westby
Western Montana National Bank
Don B. Westfall
Art Weydemeyer
Ben e. W hite
Col. R. E. W hite (Ret.)
W illiam E. W hitelaw
Dr. John T. Wiegenstein
Dr. Virginia L. W ilhelm
Mary L. Williams
Wlater H. Williams
Mrs. .Cyril D. Wilson
Mrs. Elizabeth Wilson
W innett (Mont.) School Dist.
No. 1 and No. 159
Catherine W olhowe
Gerhard J. W olter
M /M Clyde A. Wood
Mrs. Duke S. Wood
M /M J. C. Woodward
Alice C. W right
Philip L. W right Jr.
Mrs. J. S. W right
M /M Claude Yates
Mrs. John J. Yaw
W illiam P. Yenee
Jack A. Young
M /M R. Young
Hubert Zemke
Dr. Paul E. Zuelke

time
out to help one
another—they got involved for the
benefit of helping humanity.
Because of U M and my
experience of growing up in
Brooklyn and now teaching at
Spokane, Wash. Continuation
High School I have learned to give
up myself to youth— by caring and
getting involved; to help young
people better th eir lives by
thinking of and preparing for the
future. I have learned that my
fellow colleagues (teachers) get
more and more involved with their
students today—like it was back in
1956-61, the good old days.
Thank you for the DSA and I shall
t r y to a l w a y s m a k e my
University— U M —proud for what I
may accomplish now and in the
future.
Thank you.
Tony J. Antonucci '61

20s

KIRK BADGLEY JR. '48 has opened a
geological consulting office relating to
coal, oil and land-use geology in
Sheridan, Wyo. Badgley is a Certified
Geologist.

CLAYTON FARRINGTON '23, M.A.
'43 and G E O R G IA H A M P T O N
FARRINGTON x'33 celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary on Dec. 22 in
Olympia, Wash.
THEODORE JACOBS '25 J.D. has
retired after 55 years with the First
National Bank in Missoula.

30s
BILL HAWKE '34 retired from Butte
High School last year. He taught history
and biology, coached varsity football,
basketball and track and organized the
high school intra-mural program during
his 40-year career at the school.
W. D. MURRAY JR. '36 J.D. has recen
tly become associated with the
McCaffery and Peterson P.C. law firm in
Butte.

The late MARIE HENNIGAN
W A LLA C E '2 2 has le ft th e
University of Montana foundation
a, Request of approxim ately
$140,000 “to be used by the
scholarship committee as they
deem best." Mrs. Wallace died in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., on Aug. 12.

40s
ROBERT PANTZER '40, J.D. '47 and his
wife Ann are currently living is Tustin,
Calif. He will assume a business ad
ministration position with the Santa Ana
law firm of Rutan and Tucker. Pantzer is
a former U M president.
C. OTTO RASMUSSEN '40 has retired
after 33 years of work with the
government. His last employment was
with the National Security Agency.
GEORGE E. HANEY '42 has retired
after serving as Butte superintendent of
Schools from 1952 to 1962 and for the
U.S. Office of Education in Washington
D.C. until 1970. The Haneys' permanent
home now is in Missoula.
GAIL BOYD DE STWOLINSKI '43 has
been elected into the University of
Oklahoma at Norman chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa, a national society with
membership based on high academic
performance.
JAMES R. FELT '43 J.D. has formed a
partnership with SIDNEY P. KURTH '43,
J.D. '49 and WILLIAM J. SPEARE '52 for
the general practice of law under the
firm name of Kurth, Felt and Speare in
Billings.
RAY FENTON '43 and his wife, MARY
FENTON '43, are now the owners of
Montana's only professional public
relations counselling firm. Public
Relations Associates, in Great Falls. The
firm goes into its 15th year of operation
this year.

JOSEPH B. WOODLIEF J.D. '48
has been elected to the Glenmore
Distilleries Co. Board of Directors
in Louisville, Ky.

SHELTON C. JONES x'48 was formerly
manager of the Division Street Penney's
Store in Spokane, Wash. He was
transferred in August as manager of the
Walnut Creek, Calif., Penney's store.
JOE M . MARTIN EX JR. '49 is principal
of Espanola Junior High School in Espanola, N.M .

50s
EDMUND J.E. WARD '50 has been
named by the Xerox Corp. as Regional
General Manager for Panama and Cen
tral America. Ward makes his home in
Panama where he has located the main
office of Xerox for M iddle America.
JOHN OWEN '51, sports editor of the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer, has combined
in a book entitled “The Intermediate
Eater Cookbook" the best of his recipes
which originally appeared in the pages
of “ Northwest," Seattle P-I's Sunday
magazine.
JOHN A. FLEMING '52 recently
received three awards for his con
tributions to the health and welfare of
Indian people of Montana. Fleming,
who is director of the Indian Health
Service unit at Brigham City, Utah, was
cited for his help in locating potential In
dian recipients of Montana's Sup
plemental
Security
Income
Alert

DSA nominations
being accepted
Nominations are being accepted
fo r re c ip ie n ts o f th e 1975
Distinguished Service Award. The
award is granted each year during
Hom ecom ing by the Alum ni
Association to alumni or former
students who have distinguished
themselves and brought honor to
the University, the state or the
nation.
All alumni and former students
are eligible to make nominations
which should be sent to the
Alumni Association, University of
M o n tan a, Missoula, M ontana
59801.
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Program and received a certificate and
medallion from the State Division of the
American Red Cross and a local Red
Cross Chapter for his assistance in the
development of emergency medical
services program activities and other
Red Cross functions.
RICHARD D. “ D O N ” UCHTWARDT
x'52 has been appointed acting ex
ecutive director of the Federal Com
munications Commission.
RICHARD D. REMINGTON '52, M .A .
'54, formerly associate dean of the
University of Texas School of Public
Health at Houston, has been named
dean of the School of Public Health at
the University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor. The alumnote in the January
issue of Profiles incorrectly listed him as
dean of the University of Texas School of
Public Health.

HOW ARD E. SHEPHERD '68 has
joined Chemagro Agricultural
Division of Mobay Chemical Corp.
as t h e T e c h n i c a l S e r v i c e
Representative fo r Iowa. His
headquarters will be in Ames,
Iowa.
U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. JACK L. BUC
KINGHAM '53 has received the
Meritorious Service Medal at Ramstwin
AB, Germany. Col. Buckingham was
cited fo r his outstanding duty
performance as field operations officer
and chief of the Aerospace En
vironmental Support Center and as chief
of the Aerospace Environmental Sup
port unit at Ent AFB, Colo.
ROBERT G. CROTTY JR. '56 J.D. has
joined the law firm of Graybill, Ostrem
and Warner in Great Falls.
W. F. HEINTZ x'56 has gained official
recognition for his discovery of a “ mis
sing” mayor of San Francisco. Heintz, a
free lance writer, historian and director
of California History and Research, dis
covered during six years of historical
research that Mayor Joseph Alioto was
not the 34th, but the 36th mayor of San
Francisco.
PRICILLA HERGET ROBERTS '57 is liv
ing in the Boston suburb of Newton
where her husband, R.S. Roberts, is one
of 19 Fellows for 1974 and 1975 at
Harvard's Center for International Af
fairs. After living for nine years in
developing countries, the Roberts' are
finding many changes in the United
States. “ Most striking is the waste and
the superfluous packaging products.
And the pace of life hasn't slowed a bit,”
Pricilla said.

60s
KENNETH C. WIMETT '60 of Spokane,
Wash., has completed a seminar at The
H artford Insurance G roup's ad
M a rc h 1975

vancement center in Hartford, Conn.
Wimett is a marketing representative
with The Hartford's Spokane office.
GEORGE W. BALDWIN JR. '63 is
presently employed by Bourland In
surance, Inc. as a vice president res
ponsible for all property and casualty in
surance transactions.
WILLIAM J. BEECHER '63 has been ap
pointed vice president and director of
marketing at Northwestern Bank in
Great Falls.
JANET TRASK COX '63 has been
named Montana's “Outstanding Young
Woman” for 1974. She is president of the
Exclamation Point Advertising Agency
of Billings.
JAMES D. CRANE '65 has been named
editor of the Ottumwa (Iowa) Courier.
Crane was formerly city editor of The
(Missoula) Missoulian.
TERRY HOBER '65 has expanded his
Security Mutual Life Insurance Agency
in Missoula to Bozeman and Great Falls.
He now has 13 licensed agents. In 1974
his agency was among the top seven in
tlje company. As a result, he and his
wife, N O R M A SANDBERG HOBER '66,
were awarded a trip to Acapulco, M ex
ico, in February.
RAINER MARTENS M.S. '65 is editor of
a scientific prospective series of books
entitled “Scientific Prospectives of
Physical Activity.” Martens is director of
the Children's Research Laboratory at
the University of Illinois at Champaign.
WILLIAM G. PAPESH '65 has been
named vice president and treasurer of
M urphey Favre, Inc., a Spokane pioneer
investment banking firm.
CRAIG ELLISON STANLEY '65 com
pleted his Ph.D. in economics at
Claremont (Calif.) Graduate School in
March 1974. He is now Assistant Professoruof Urban Land Economics at the
•University of Wisconisin in Madison. His
wife, JOAN KELSEY STANLEY '65, com
pleted her M .A . in library science at
UCLA in 1971 and is now head librarian
at the Marquette School in Madison.
U.S. Air Force Capt. PATRICK C.
SWEENEY '65, J.D. '68 is a legal officer
with a unit of the Strategic Air Command
at Beale Air Force Base in Marysville,
Calif.

U.S. Navy Lt. FRANK J. TOOKE
'72 was promoted to his present
rank while serving with the Naval
Air Maintenance Training Group at
the Naval Air Station in Millington,
Tenn.
GEORGE M . LUBICK JR. '66. M.A. '68
received a Ph.D. in philosophy from the
University of Toledo (O h io ) in
December 1974. Lubick is an assistant
professor in the department of
Humanities and Social Science at the
Montana College of Mineral Science
and Technology in Butte.
U.S. Air Force Capt. WILLIAM D. KYLE
'67 recently participated in a five-day air
support exercise with the U.S. Army's
Third Infantry Division at Kitizengen,
Germany. Capt. Kyle is an F-4 Phantom
pilot with the 48th Tactical Fighter Wing
at Lakenheath RAF Station, England.

JOHN C. BARSNESS '69 has recently
written a book entitled “Photographing
Crafts.” Barsness is an instructor in art at
Edgewood College in Madison, Wis.
DAVID C. ECCLESTON '69 is Director
of Special Services for School District
No. 1 in Anaconda.
RICHARD S. HARRIS '69 is director of
Psychosocial Services for the Special
Services Program for School District No.
1 in Anaconda.
U.S. Army Lt. LINDA HORAN '69 has
completed her helicopter flight training
at Ft. Rucher. She is the Army's second
woman helicopter pilot and a member
of the international organization of
wom en
h elico p ter pilots, “ The
Whirly'Girls.”
ROGER O. ROCK '69 teaches English
at Hobson High.School and Junior High
School. Rock also advises the Hobson
school paper.

70s
BRIAN R. ARMITAGE '70 has been
appointed special agent in the Helena
branch office of the Northwestern
National Insurance Company.
CHARLES S. JOHNSON '70 has joined
the Helena Independent Record State
Bureau. He was form er' special
assignment reporter for the Missoulian.
U.S. Air Force Capt. MICHAEL A.
KILROY '70, J.D. '73 has been assigned to
Mildenhall RAF Station in England.
Capt. Kilroy is an assistant staff judge
advocate and will be working in the legal
office of the 513th Combat Support
Group.
ROBERT L. SLONAKER '70 has been
named resource psychologist for district
th r e e R eg io n al Services and
Instructional Materials Center for the
Handicapped in Miles City.
THOMAS L. BROWN '71 has studied
art, painted and worked in many foreign
countries including France. Brown's oil
paintings were shown in Billings in
December. Among the oils on display
were scenes and still lifes discovered
during his travels.
ELLEN BROADUS CARUSO '71 was
named information officer at the
Loudon Campus of Northern Virginia
Community College in Sterling, Va.
KATHLEEN G R A U M A N '71 is
language arts teacher with the career
education program in the Florence
school system.
N O RM AN H. GROSFIELD '71 has
been appointed acting director of the
Montana Workmen's Compensation
Division in Helena.
JANET K. RHEIN '71 is team teaching
the first grade at the Department
Defense Navy base in Sasebo, Japan.
VAN K HADERLIE '72 has been
selected as State Conservationist for
Montana in the Soil Conservation
Service of the U.S. Dept, of Agriculture
with headquarters in Bozeman.
DANIEL STERN '72 has' become a
p a r t n e r a n d d i r e c t o r in t h e
comprehensive
out-patient
mental
health facility of the Psychology
Consultants Associated in Baltimore,
Md.
KENNETH R. HANSON '74 as been
certified as a deputy missile combat
crew commander at Malmstrom AFB in
Montana.
KAY FRANCES LAKEY '74 is enrolled in
the Mayo School of Health-Related
Sciences as a student in the physical
therapy program.
JUDY SHEA '74 is a counselor in the
Florence school system.
DAVID E. STENERSON '74 has been
named editor of the Sidney Herald.

oirths
Bryan to D a le and K A T H Y
M cG o w a n d u f r e s n e '68.
Brock Charles to CHARLES H. '66 and
SALLY CARROLL BUTLMANN '64.
Heather to RICHARD '69 and LINDA
LUCHT FARRELL '69.
Twins Michael George and Elizabeth
Anne to GEORGE M . '63 and Judith
FUSKO.
Jenna M arie to John and SUE LARSON
KIRKMAN '70.
Sarah Jane to Davis S. and BARBARA
KENNEDY PAULSEN '66.
David to Capt. Charles D. and SUSAN
SEARLES SENIAWSKI '69.

marriaqes
SANDRA ELLEN MILLER '74 to Robert
Amrine.
MARY ALICE HOAR '74 to Albert E.
Boognl.
VICKI LYNNE HETRICK'74 to Michael
L. Braden.
PATRICIA ANN ROBERTSON '73 to
Frank E. Buckley.
GAYLEEN M A N N IN G '73 to Jerry
Cooley.
MAE NAN ROBINSON '70 to JON E.
ELLINGSON '72.
Marcia Walker to WENDELL FROJEN
'70.
Barbara Ann Purdy to ROBERT PAUL
G ANNO N '69.
GAEL HOW ARD MULLEN '71 to
DOUGLAS DONALD HARRIS '71.
THERESA FAYE M ONTGOM ERY '74 to
James Wade Jones.
CAROL ANNE LYNCH '73 to Herbert
S. Karst.
C onnie M ae Harris to D A V I D
MICHAEL LARAMIE '72.
MARTHA LOUISE SPOHN '74 to
Michael Daniel Morrison.
LESLIE ANN MCLEAN '72 to Phillip
Bruce M ullette Jr.
VIRGINIA ANN STRATTON '70 to
Laurence Thomas O'Donnell.
JANCE MUNSELL '74 to Randy Spear.
Bonnie Dart to ROBERT L. SPEARE '74.
Susan K. Holzheimer to JERRY C.
TONNE 70.
ANDREEN LEE HUBBLE 71 to Mark
Allen Werre.
M a r y M c M u l l i n t o W ESL EY
YA M A M O TO '69.

deaths
LOUIS B. ARNOLD '27 died at Prince
G e o r g e ' s G e n e r a l H o s p i t a l in
Washington, D.C., at age 70.
CLARK COFFEY x'29, 67, died in
Albany, Ore., in December.
WALTER L. CONW AY '15, M .A. '40
died in a hospital in Poison in December
at age 80.
JOHN L. CURTIS x'32 died in January
in Great Falls at age 65.
BEN F. STOWE x'22, 73, died in
December in Missoula.
W. H. THOMPSON x'49 died in
September 1974.
IRMA WILSON '16 died in December
in Phoenix, Ariz., at age 79.
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The fine arts cometo
the grade schools

through programs offered by the
University departments of art, drama and music and danceMontana, M o n 
tana's first professional dance company.
Drama instructors from the Theater-in-the-Schools program have been
stimulating the imaginations of grade school students in Missoula and other
Montana communities. Peggy O'Connell (below) instructor in drama,
receives varied responses from her suggestion to make ferocious animal

faces. On the above right, students present a scene from a skit they made up
and acted themselves.
Sneaking barefoot around the room and running like lightning are
even more fun when expressed through dance (left and directly above).
Members of danceMontana, which is supported in part by the Montana
Arts Council and based at U M , have been visiting grade schools, performing
and demonstrating dance techniques for the children.
Young Montanans are being treated also to the talents of the members
of the University's music school and art department.
The Woodwind Quartet and String Quartet make tours throughout the
state, presenting concerts as part of the Young Audiences program. A
recent addition to the program is the Voice Quartet, whose members have
taken scenes and music from various operas and written 30-minute operas
using their own dialogue for presentation to Missoula grade school
students.
Art students teach courses in painting, printmaking, sculpture and
ceramics while relating them to music, dance, drama and creative writing in
the Saturday Art Enrichment program offered every quarter at the
University for Missoula youngsters aged 3 to 14.

Coal development
in Montana
Answering the questions
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Fort Union Coal Basin

Special section
Research on coal development in the
Fort Union Basin, which lies in Eastern
Montana and parts o f neighboring
states, is featured in this supplement to
Profiles. Professors in the Montana
university system and their research
assistants are attempting to provide a
data base for decision making on further
development of coal in the region.
(Photo by Don Dodge.)

Conquering the unknown
Questions to be answered
through RANN proposal
The development of coal and its
correlates—strip mining, mine mouth
conversion and transmission lines—
may be the most controversial issues
in Montana today.
Montanans are divided on whether
the effects of coal development in
Eastern Montana will help or hinder the
state. Some are concerned about how
strip mining will affect the environ
ment—the air, land and water; how
increased population will affect the
economy, social life and politics of the
area, and whether the land can be
reclaimed.
No one is likely to disagree that the
total effects of coal development in
Montana are as yet unknown and that
questions about its impact have yet to
be answered. The problems in answer
ing these complex questions are
compounded further by routine de
cisions that are being made in both
public and private sectors that influence
the future of coal development.
The Montana Energy Advisory
Council wants those questions an
swered before Eastern Montana is
involved in a wholesale development
effort. One of its first efforts after its
establishment in April 1973 was to set
up a study team which includes repre
sentatives from the University of
Montana, Montana State University and
Montana College of Mineral Science
and Technology. Its task is a monu
mental one—to define the problems
involved in coal development in M o n 
tana and to seek solutions.
Arnold Silverman, professor of geol
ogy at U M , and John McBride,'his
administrative assistant, are the
University's representatives on the
team and have been the principal
coordinators of a far-reaching research
proposal that was set up to answer
questions about coal development and
to provide a data base that will guide
state legislators and federal and local
government officials in making
decisions on further development.
The introduction to the proposal
explains that decisions made in public
and private sectors of society “ lack the
substantive information base required
for prudent judgments.
“Many Montanans, both in and out
of government, suggest they are being
'overtaken by events;' that each de
cision made now on the basis of
inadequate or poorly formed infor
mation leads inevitably to irrevocable
future commitments of resources,
which in turn lead to new decisions
and commitments of an undesirable
nature.''
McBride added: “The research is
not only needed, but imperative. When
the decisions (on coal development)
are made they will be made knowing
full well what will happen.''
Under the direction of the Montana
Energy Advisory Council, headed by
Lt. Gov. William Christiansen, the
team of university professors developed
a proposal which is called “The Impact
of Coal Development in the Fort Union
Basin, Montana and Neighboring
States" and submitted it to the National
Science Foundation, office of RANN
(Research Applied to National Needs).
The research to be undertaken in
the proposal emphasizes applied rather
than theoretical research. It has a
specific objective—to develop baseline
data about the Fort Union Coal Basin
in Eastern Montana.
The proposal will attempt to answer
the yet unanswered questions. What
will be the effects of the massive water
withdrawals, diversion and consump
tion associated with current energy
conversion technology? Can long-term.
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publicly acceptable reclamation be
demonstrated on the arid Great Plains?
What will be the impact of air and
water pollution from industrial develop
ment? What will be the impact of the
development on the existing social and
political systems of Eastern Montana?
Will the increase in revenue because
of increased jobs and tax base pay for
the increased social, economic and
educational services that will be needed
in the area? How long will the de
velopment last? What kind of techno
logical configuration will the
development take and what will happen
when the development ends?
About 150 personnel— researchers,
graduate students and other technical
help—from the three schools, including
about 50 from U M , will be involved
in the research.
Three general functions will be
served by the RANN proposal: acquisi
tion of baseline socio-economic and
environmental data, prediction of
potential impacts and information
storage and retrieval.
A majority of the proposed research
is in the acquistion of baseline socio
economic and environmental data since
there has been much speculation but
little factual information on the conse
quences of development of coal in the
region.
A prediction of potential impacts
is being made so that “ possible and pro
bable impacts of the various exploitive
technologies" can be assessed and pro
jections made of development con
figurations. The information storage
and retrieval system is required for the

Colstrip
compony
town
Colstrip, Montana lies 35 miles south
of Forsyth in Rosebud County in Eastern
Montana. During the last two years its
population has increased from about
150 to 1,800.
The growing town sits above the Fort
Union coal formation, which lies under
parts of Wyoming and the Dakotas and
in the Powder River and Williston basins
in Montana. The formation contains 1.3
trillion tons of coal within 6,000 feet of
the surface. Within strippable reach are
about 100 billion tons of coal, about 40
per cent of the country's known re
sources.
Colstrip, a company town owned by
Montana Power Co., is growing because
it is one of the areas in the Fort Union
formation where strip mining has
already begun. The m ining and
construction of two gigantic generating
plants have brought an influx of people
to the town and trailers to house them.
Most of the coal belongs to the federal
government—about 80 per cent. Under
the Homestead Act, the government
retained mineral rights to land claimed
and developed by farmers and ranchers.
T h e coal has a l ow s u l p h u r
content—less than one per cent—which
burns cleaner than coal mined in the
Eastern United States, which has a
sulphur content of six or seven per cent.
The coal can be mined economically
with existing technology by literally
stripping the earth away that lies over
the beds of coal.

A bulldozer begins the preliminaries of strip mining for Montana's coal near
Colstrip as it peels back the top soil that overlays the coal beds.

undertaking of interactive research
and information dissemination to users.
As information is obtained through
research, it will be continually released
in interim and annual reports so that
decisions can be made immediately.
The research projects also will indicate
where other research is needed.
A preliminary research proposal
was drawn up in April 1973 and sub
mitted to the National Science Foun
dation (NSF) and to other federal and
state agencies for review. After the
preliminary was reviewed, a final
proposal was submitted in March
1974 to NSF.
The final RANN research proposal is
directed toward users in the state and
federal government. The proposal
represents the interests and talents of
researchers in the Montana university
system and has been thoroughly re
viewed by the Montana Energy
Advisory Council. Every one of the
research proposals in the RANN .
proposal was reviewed by th e .y ^ jp ^ ,,,
state agencies that will use and imple-

ment the research. Comments and
criticism from the agencies have been
incorporated into the final proposals.
Since the development of the pre
liminary RANN proposal, several re
search projects have received initial
funding from various state and federal
agencies. Included in the final proposal
are projects which must be continued
after the initial funding expires.
Silverman and McBride have received
endorsements of the proposal from Sen.
M ike Mansfield and Sen. Lee Metcalf,
who have given their full support.
Gov. Thomas Judge also lauded
the proposal.
“ Considering the national energy
situation and the challenge it poses
for Montana and other portions of the
Union coal region, I can think of no
research more relevant or timely,"
he said.
Several other research programs also
are being conducted by the federal
government which relate to the d e ^ . §1
velopment ,qf fzqal respyrces of the
Northern Great Plains region.

But it is believed the western coal
releases less BTUs (heat energy) than
some of the high-sulphur coals found in
the East. Therefore, it is necessary to
burn more western coal to produce the
same amount of energy produced by
burning eastern coal.
In 1970, 35 utility companies in the
Midwest and Rocky Mountain states
and the Department of Interior ex
plored the possibility of developing
complex power plants at the mouths of
strip mines in the area. The enormous
plants would transport electricity over
extra-high-voltage transmission lines to
the West and Midwest.
Two 350-megawatt generators are
being built now; one scheduled to be
finished next summer and the other a
year later.
Montana
environmentalists
have
fought bitterly from the beginning the

development of strip mining and
generating plants. Because of the energy
crisis, the national need for Montana's
coal and the easy access of the coal, the
odds seem to favor rapid development.
E n v i r o n m e n t a l i s t s have some
recourse, however, in the law and are
trying to stop plans to build two more
generators twice the size of the first two.
Under the Montana Utility Siting Act of
1973, the utilities must get permission
from the state fo build the second two
plants.
Besides needing approval for the two
700-megawatt generators, the utilities
must obtain permission from the
government for two affiliated
projects—two
parallel
500,000-volt
transmission lines across Montana and a
pipeline to carry water from the
Y e l l o w s t o n e Ri ver t o c oo l t he
generators.

One o f two 350-megawatt generators is being built in Colstrip and is'
scheduled to be completed this summer. In the foreground are trailers that
house construction workers and miners. (Photo by Don Dodge.)
U M Profiles

Power plant emissions
No one has studied them

Removing the earth from above the coal is a drag line bucket which empties
the earth on a spoil bank. Later, another machine dislodges the coal.
The major study that the federal
government has initiated on the coal
resources of the Northern Plains Region
is the Northern Great Plains
Resources Program (NGPRP). Although
work on the program did not begin in
earnest until the spring of 1973, the
program produced a draft interim
report in September 1974. The writers
of the RANNproposal, who have'been
involved in the’ implementation and
planning of the NGPRP, believe that the
RANN proposal also is necessary be
cause “substantial research needs
remain to be fulfilled if state and
federal governments truly anticipate
the development of an analytical and
informational framework for policy
and planning decisions."
The preliminary RANN proposal was
reviewed also by the leaders of the
NGPRP and duplications of effort were
eliminated wherever possible.
McBride and Silverman expect
to receive final word from
NSF on funding of the proposal soon.
The funding for the first year, which is
expected to be about $750,000, will
come from NSF and other federal
agencies.

McBride described the continuous
research to be undertaken as “ re
searchers interacting with users." The
entire project may continue for five
years, he said, but data from the
research will be constantly reported
and made available to state agencies
and legislators as well as to federal and
local government officials who have to
make decisions on further develop
ment of the region.
The overall result of the research,
according to McBride, will be that
“ the people of Montana will have a
better understanding of the problems
of the area and the alternatives for
solving these problems.
“ At present, many decisions are made
in a void," he said. “The entire region
needs the kind of information that will
be coming out of our research, which
will be looking at a large part of the
Fort Union coal basin."
The introduction to the proposal
states: “W e are in no way attempting
to propose public policy related to coal
development. W e simply hope to gener
ate the data base upon which sound
decisions can be made relating to the
degree of coal development within the
region."

In this picture, taken in 1972, coal was loaded by a tipple into box cars which
carried the coal to power generating plants elsewhere. Now two generating
plants are being built in Colstrip and two more are proposed for the area.

by Anthony Acerrano
Information Services
There was a time not very long ago
when strip mining received little
attention from Montanans. Strip mining
was some damn thing done down in
Kentucky or Tennessee—a far away
land whose mining problems mattered
little to anyone but them.
But now Montanans are finding out
what strip mining is all about—the
hard way. Some 40 billion tons of
strippable coal has been discovered
in Eastern Montana and coal com
panies across the nation are clamoring
for their share.
Residents of Montana- (and many
non-residents as well) are asking
questions. The big one is: What effects
will mining have on the environment?
To help answer that question a
number of scientists from the Univer
sity of Montana, Montana State and
Montana College of Mineral Science
and Technology are initiating
studies—all aimed at gathering data
that will aid in legislative decision
making. The studies have been pro
posed to the National Science Foun
dation under the office of RANN
(Research Applied to National Needs).
The RANN proposal asks for some
$750,000 in financial support to gather
baseline data on the effects of strip
mining, power conversion and trans
mission in Montana, Wyoming and parts
of North and South Dakota.
Clancy Gordon, professor of botany

Learning what
people think
Sociologist Max W eber claimed
that one can best understand
society for what it is by learning
how to study it from the points of
view of society's members.
Following this ethnographic
procedure,
UM
p r o fe ss o r
Raymond Gold designated his
research objective to “ know" coalrelated social impact as area
informants themselves are coming
to know it. (See story on following
page.)
Gold relies on interviews with
area residents who have had
personal experience with the
changes occasioned by rapid

and coordinator of environmental
studies at the University, has proposed
a study which would gather information
on power plant emissions.
According to Gordon, the first
part of his study would involve bio
logical monitoring of “trace elements"
—sulfur, flouride and certain heavy o
metals that accumulate in local plants
and animals. Gordon said the purpose
of this segment of the study is to deter
mine the concentration levels of the
trace elements before industrializa
tion of power plants.
The area the study will encompass
is north of Colstrip, from Fort Peck
Reservoir to Garrison Reservoir in North
Dakota and from Miles City to the
Canadian border.
The second stage of the study,
according to Gordon, is aimed at check
ing levels of trace elements present in
local fauna and flora after the power
plants are in operation.
“W e will be checking whatever
escapes from the emission stacks,"
Gordon said.
The second segment of the study will
be in the areas adjacent to power plant
sites below Colstrip.
“The purpose of this study is to
gather baseline data on power plant
emissions," Gordon said. “ Power
plants have been around for 150 years
and no one has studied them—or at
least those who have (the Tennessee
Valley Authority) haven't released
their findings."
industrial and population growth.
To obtain these interviews. Gold
asked initial informants to select
o th er inform ants w hom they
considered to be representative of
themselves in their daily activities
and situations. Gold provides a
clear description of this procedure
in his NGPRP report:
“ Previous research in small
towns in Montana had taught me
that clergymen are almost always
among the better informed of the
local scene, and so I proceeded to
set up interviews with two Forsyth
clergymen with whom I had had
previous research relationships.
" A s e x p e c t e d , t he se t w o
informants were most helpful in
bringing me up to date on changes
in and around Forsyth and in
providing me names of people
they considered to be good
sources of information of the sort I
indicated an interest in securing. I
repeated this procedure in
contacts with the newspaper editor
. . . , the banker, a county
commissioner, the sheriff, the
county superintendent of schools,
some ran d o m ly selected
businessmen and a few others.
“ After only a week, I had what I
thought was a good introduction
to what was going on in and
around Forsyth; and I had a list of
over 100 names."
The researcher freq u en tly
returns to earlier informants to
check out what he thinks he has
learned from others.
“The field researcher must
d e l i b e r a t e l y suppress most
tendencies to speak for himself or
in any way to inject his views into
the informants' accounts," Gold
said.
The ultimate authorities in this
type of research are the people
being studied. Gold explained.
Quoting William I. Thomas, he
added, “If the individual defines
the situation as real, it is real in its
consequences.
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The human factor
Coa/ development and life style
by Diane Cecily
Information Services
Although little publicized, a study
by the University of Montana's Com
munity Service Program
(formerly the Institute for Social
Science Research) marks a significant
contribution to the growing data on the
Fort Union Coal Basin, a five-state area
that has sparked considerable interest
in a time of energy shortages.
Headed by Raymond Gold, U M
professor of sociology and project
coordinator of the Community Service
Program, the study focuses on two
areas of that region. Southeastern
Montana and Northeastern Wyoming,
where rich coal deposits, some 1.3
trillion tons of low-sulphur coal,
lie just beneath the surface of semiarid ranch lands.
Gold's concern is not the aftermath
of coal development on the physical
environment, but rather the meaning
of social change to residents who must
reckon with coal mining in terms of
life styles and life chances.
Only the first phase of Gold's study
is done. That phase began in 1973,
Gold said, when he first realized
coal development was in the wind.
Though lacking funds to support his
research at that time. Gold decided
to look at the possibilities of
investigating the social, legal, cultural
and other human problems coal
development would bring to the
people in that region. He was assisted
in this investigation by Alice Sterling,
research associate with the Community
Service Program, and james Devitt, a
former graduate student in anthro
pology.
Initially concerned with the possible
impact of strip mining on the Indian
reservations in the region. Gold
approached those people first. The
Indians were skeptical of sociological
studies, and while the tribal council
of the Cheyennes granted him formal
permission to go ahead with his
research, provided he secured funding,
the Crows were reluctant to cooperate.
This past December the Crow Tribal
Council completed an agreement
granting Westmoreland mining privi
leges on Sarpy Creek, an area
adjacent to the reservation to which
the tribe retained mineral rights.
That agreement assured the Crows
of the highest royalties currently
paid in America-—40 cents for each
ton of coal or eight per cent of
the market value.
The Crows were concerned that our
study might interfere with these
negotiations and also upset their
tribal social structure. Gold explained.
"For these reasons we decided to
begin our investigation off the
reservation, perhaps moving onto it
later instead of the other way around,"
Gold said.
In the summer of 1973 the study
team secured funding for its project
from the Northern Great Plains
Resources Program (NGPRP).
"The NGPRP was divided into
several work groups, each covering
a given area of impact, including all
aspects of impact on air, water, land,
flora, fauna and people," Gold said.
Gold's research team was asked to
do an ethnographic study of
Southeastern Montana and
Northeastern Wyoming which would
compare the two areas with each
other and with a third area. Western
North Dakota, as time and money
permitted.
“An ethnographic study," Gold
explained, "is essentially the
kind of community study that

anthropologists have done when study
ing simple societies. The anthropolo
gists go there for a few years, visit
among the people and learn to look
at the world as they do.
We were doing the same kind
of thing in a modern societal setting,
but on a larger scale and over a briefer
period of time, which calls for some
quite sophisticated sampling,"
he added.
Gold's NGPRP study ran seven
months and focused on two areas,
Colstrip, M ont., and vicinity, including
the community of Forsyth, M ont.,
and Gillette, Wyo., and vicinity.
Interviewing in Montana was restricted
to Rosebud, Big Horn and Powder
River counties where mining and
leasing activity is concentrated. The
main reserves of strippable coal are
located there, 85 per cent of which
belongs to the federal government.
For similar reasons, the researchers
confined the Wyoming investigations
to Campbell, Converse and Johnson
counties.
Colstrip is a one-company town be
longing to Western Energy, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Montana
Power Company. A short time ago
this small community of mostly teach
ers and retired people consisted
of a school, post office and limited
mining activity.
With construction of two 350megawatt coal-fired electric power
plants underway, a joint project of
Montana Power and Puget Sound
Power and Light, Colstrip has grown to
some 1,800 residents and burgeoned
into a center of mining and
construction activity.
Forsyth, M ont., population 2,700, is
located 35 miles north of Colstrip.
An established trade center for the
area, Forsyth is already feeling an
economic boost because of Colstrip's
activities and because of railroad
expansion to meet coal shipping needs.
The town itself borders the Yellowstone
River.
The second field work area, Gillette,
Wyo., is the county seat of Campbell
County and serves a coal mining
and ranching area of well over 4,000
miles. Before the oil boom of the mid50s, this county was primarily agri
cultural Now a community of nearly
10,000, Gillette has grown haphazardly,
although recent industry moving into
the area has spearheaded efforts for
comprehensive planning. At present 44
mining firms and 11 manufacturing
firms are located in this town.
Persons interviewed in these areas
included both landowners and
townspeople, newcomers and long
term residents. A variety of occupations
were represented—government
officials, store employes, merchants,
land brokers, financiers, health
professionals, welfare workers,
students, educators, laborers,
engineers, housewives, clergymen,
tribal representatives, law enforce
ment personnel, senior citizens,
newsmen and lawyers.
The primary question the research
team asked informants is what
difference coal development is making
in their lives.
"Around that central question we
ask questions concerning many
specific substantive areas of life, such
as what's happening to life in the
family and between neighbors and in
the economic and political sectors
of the community and in voluntary
associations and churches.
In ethnographic research you cover the
whole waterfront of human behavior,"
Gold said.
As a group, landowners are the most
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affected by the coal industry. Gold
reported, and they are the most
concerned about development.
"They view Colstrip 3 and 4 as the
beginning of the end," Gold
said. "They say if that goes, it opens
the floodgates to industrialization
of the area and then they will no
longer be an agricultural area," he said.
Their major objection is to what
they term "people pollution."
"The ranchers are accustomed to
open spaces, and the coal
development has brought in
construction workers who interfere in
various ways with their life style—
trespassing, taking a place in
their favorite tavern, their stopping
places, recreation areas and so forth,"
Gold explained.
Organized resistance has been slow
in coming. The ranchers are basically
rugged, self-reliant, Emersonian types
who have kept business matters to
themselves, he said. "As researchers,
we quickly learned not to ask questions
about the market price of their cows
or the size of their herds," he added.
That attitude grows out of a long
history dealing with trespass
problems. "If people were on your
land, they were apt to be there for no
good reason, like stealing cows,"
Gold said, "and that attitude gradually
evolved into 'whatever you do on your
own land is your own business, and
nobody has any say whatever in
what happens on your property.' "
In recent months, however, ranchers
have begun to reexamine their
position. A number of organizations
have emerged such as the TriCounty Ranchers Association, including
ranchers from Rosebud, Big Horn
and Powder River counties, the
Rosebud Protective Association
and some smaller groups affiliated
with the Northern Great Plains
Resources Program.
Ranchers indicated that a recent
strip mining bill that was vetoed
by President Ford would have been
simply "too little, too late."
"The strip mining bill would really
have done some good if it had been
passed a year ago," Gold said. "Right
now most of the ranchers have
started to think that Congress will
never do anything and they had better

just look out for themselves. A lot of
ranchers who really are very distressed
about the whole idea of coal develop
ment are leasing to coal companies."
Other members of the study area are
also eyeing development with concern.
Businessmen in the Forsyth area who
once welcomed the economic boom
without reservation are now having
second thoughts about the attendant
social costs.
"They, along with their Gillette
counterparts, are beginning to seek
ways to have more say in coal develop
ment, realizing increasingly that they
have had little influence in develop
mental decision-making processes
which significantly affect the character,
scope and security of their business,"
Gold reported.
The underlying theme in these
research findings is change. As that
change is widespread and uncertain,
the various members of the
communities under study are assessing
its importance to their lives in very
different ways.
The first phase of the study
completed. Gold hopes for further
funding from NSF/RANN (National
Science Foundation/Research Applied
to National Needs) to continue his
project.
"Ideally, the study should go on for
the next generation," Gold sdid.
"Some changes are immediately
evident. These include shifts in the
selection of friends, strains in
communicating with friends and
neighbors of long standing, the
making of social class alignments
previously considered unimportant,
a shift in the established power
structure from the ranchers to the
new mining industrialists and loss of
a sense of community.
"Others will not become evident until
months later and still others may
take years to materialize."
If permitted to continue his research
under RANN auspices. Gold plans to
examine the changes precipitated by
industrialization with the hope that
findings will assist those who must
plan for the human needs of the area
and reduce the social costs of similar
development in other areas in the
future.

